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Case study
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BA developed a go-to-market strategy to help a major networking
manufacturer realize transformational opportunities in Indonesia
Client Background


The client is a leading networking equipment manufacturer and solutions provider. The client’s portfolio of products and services is
focused upon three market segments—Enterprise and Service Provider, Small Business and the Home.



The client was looking to pursue “transformational opportunities” in Indonesia – opportunities that aligned closely with the
government’s agenda for socio-economic development. Although some opportunities had been identified across five broad strategic
focus areas, the client needed a clear go-to-market strategy to prioritize these opportunities and progress them to realization.

Key Highlights


BA conducted a multi-phased engagement to help the client develop a clear and effective go-to-market strategy for its
transformational opportunities. The first phase involved qualifying each identified transformational opportunity based on a number of
relevant criteria and prioritizing them. The second phase entailed engaging the client in in-depth conversations to determine the
client’s readiness to pursue each of these transformational opportunities.



As a result of BA’s work, our client had a clear understanding as to which transformational opportunities to pursue and which ones
to incubate, as well as what investments that would be required to realize the prioritized transformational opportunities

Key Business Questions
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Which opportunities should be pursued,
and which ones should be incubated for the
future?
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What is the current readiness
to pursue the qualified
opportunities?
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What further investments will
be required to progress the
opportunities to realization?

BA used a two-filter approach consisting of eight discrete parameters
to qualify each transformational opportunity and prioritize them
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Based on this
analysis, BA
identified those
opportunities that
the client needed
to actively pursue

BA qualified the opportunities based
on size, imminence and clarity of lineof-sight to revenue. BA then assessed
the buyer’s readiness, ambition and
their relationship with our client
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Through a series of sessions, BA assessed the client’s organizational
readiness to invest in, pursue and realize each opportunity
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BA then engaged the client in
in-depth discussions to identify
the level of readiness to pursue
each of the prioritized
opportunities

BA first identified five pillars of
capabilities across which the
client had to be ready in order
to realize transformational
opportunities
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Based on client discussions and BA’s own in-house expertise, BA
was able to identify the critical investment requirements for the client
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Based on client
discussions,
experience with
previous clients, and
in-house expertise,
BA made GTM
recommendations and
identified critical
investments for the
client to progress the
opportunities

BA mapped the client’s
readiness against the
qualification scores to identify
where focused investments
needed to be made
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For more information, please contact us at:
contact@bostonanalytics.com
+1- 617-415-1691
www.bostonanalytics.com
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